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The Ultra Tower
To celebrate Cooler Master’s quarter-century birthday, the 
brand introduces the COSMOS II 25th Anniversary Edition. A 
tribute to Cooler Master’s original and iconic COSMOS case. 
This special edition features an updated streamlined design 
with dual curved tempered glass side panels accentuated by 
two distinctive brushed aluminum handles. The smooth, 
brushed aluminum touch of the front and top panels refresh 
the case with an updated design, while the curved tempered 
glass side panels can unlock and swing open like on a 
luxurious race car. Moreover, the case has been updated with 
an aluminum motherboard tray and partition plate for an even 
more premium touch.

Hidden behind the front slide cover lies a stack of hot-
swappable drive bays. The black and silver interior provides 
enough space for oversized XL-ATX motherboards equipped 
with four graphics cards. A second slide cover on top hides the 
Advanced Control Panel to manage up to 8 fans and their 
respective LED lights. A perfect embodiment of Cooler 
Master’s innovative past and future, topped with elegant 
looks, rich expansion options and slick features, this COSMOS 
Ultra Tower is the next edition to our PC enthusiast “dream 
case”.

Unique dual curved dark tempered glass side 
panel design – Both sides come with beautifully 
crafted curved tempered side panels that blend 
seamlessly with the sophisticated contours of the 
case.

Hybrid metal structure – The case is made from a 
steel frame added with an aluminum motherboard 
tray and partition plate for a premium touch.

Solid brushed aluminum handles and brushed 
aluminum covered top and front panels – High 
quality solid brushed aluminum combines pleasing 
aesthetics and worry-free transportation.

Airflow optimized design – The whole design 
follows the COSMOS tradition of providing the best 
performance, which is why the front and top areas 
come with high airflow designed mesh.

Stylish and streamlined race-car inspired look 
– The design has preserved the flagship look to 
value and respect the COSMOS tradition.

Blue LED ambient lighting – Emphasize the 
beauty of your components with a discrete blue glow 
from the LED fan and strip displayed through the 
tinted tempered glass panels.

Support up to 8 fans and 13 HDDs (2 from X-
dock) – Ultra-high fan and disk drive capacity to 
bolster the high airflow design.

Support 4-Way SLI/CF – hardcore gamers do not 
need to worry: four graphics cards can easily fit into 
this case.

Supports XL-ATX / SSI CEB / SSI EEB boards –
Feel free to install the biggest motherboards.

Advanced Control Panel –
- 4 channel fan speed control
- I/O USB 3.0 x 2, USB 2.0 x 4, Fan LED on/off 

switch

COSMOS II 25th Anniversary Edition
RC-1200-KKN2

Product Number RC-1200-KKN2

Product Name COSMOS II 25th 
Anniversary Edition 

Available Color Silver / Black

Materials

Appearance: Aluminum, 
Mesh, Plastic
Body: Steel, Aluminum
Side panel: Glass

Dimensions (LxWxH) 344 x 704 x 664mm

Motherboard Support Micro-ATX, ATX, E-ATX, XL-
ATX, SSI CEB, SSI EEB

Expansion Slots 10+1

Drive Bays

5.25" 3

3.5“ HDD

13 (2 from X-dock with key 
locks, 5 HDDs in the middle 
cage, 6 HDDs in the bottom 
cage)

2.5” SSD 11 (converted from 3.5” 
cages)

I/O Port USB 3.0 x 2, USB 2.0 x 4, 
Audio In / Out

Fan Support

Top

120mm fan x 1 installed 
(optional: 200mm fan x1 / 
140mm fan x 2 / 120mm 
fan x3

Front
200mm LED fan x 1 
installed (optional 
120/140mm fan x 1)

Rear 140mm fan x 1 installed 
(optional: 120mm fan x 1)

HDD
120mm fan x 3 (2 fans for 
bottom HDD / 1 fan for 
middle HDD (optional))

Liquid Cooling 
Support Top 240mm/280mm radiator 

(max 320mm radiator)

Clearances
CPU Cooler 190mm

GPU 385mm

Power Supply Support ATX PS2/EPS 12V (optional)

Cont. W/ Pallet Carton/ Pallet W/O Pallet
20’ 90 9 126
40’ 180 9 253

40 HQ 240 12 319
45’ 264 12 403

EAN code 4719512057445

UPC code 884102031076

Net weight 23 kg

Gross weight 27 kg

Carton dimension (L x W x H) 735 x 390 x 775mm

* 1 case package per carton



Features

Innovative dual curved 
tempered glass side panel 
– both sides come with 
beautifully crafted curved 
tempered glass side panels 
that blend seamlessly with 
the sophisticated contours of 
the case.

Hybrid Metal Structure –
The case is made from a
steel frame added with an
aluminum motherboard tray
and partition plate for a
premium touch.

Airflow optimized design 
– the whole design follows 
the COSMOS tradition of 
providing the best 
performance, which is why 
the front and top areas come 
with high airflow designed 
mesh.

Stylish and streamlined 
race-car inspired look –
the design has preserved the 
flagship look to value and 
respect the COSMOS 
tradition.

Blue LED ambient lighting
– emphasize the beauty of
your components with a
discrete blue glow from the
LED fan or LED strip.

Solid brushed aluminum
handles – high quality solid
brushed aluminum combines
pleasing aesthetics and
worry-free transportation



System builds
The Ultra Tower – a case that could bring
performance and still look elegant. 


